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       The author J.M. Coetzee was born in 1940. He experienced the historical turn 
of South Africa from the apartheid era to the post-apartheid era. He has witnessed the 
suffering and oppression of the people under the reign of apartheid and their changed 
lot during the post-apartheid era. However, Coetzee’s whole life was vagrant. He 
migrated from one country to another, first from South Africa to the United Kingdom, 
and then from the United Kingdom to the United States. After that he again returned 
to South Africa and eventually settled down in Australia. Such experiences made 
Coetzee deeply feel the predicament of identification and the suffering of being 
marginalized as “the Other”, which is profoundly expressed in Disgrace.  
      First published in 1999, Disgrace won Coetzee the Booker Prize in 1999; after 
he won the Nobel Prize for Literature in 2003, this novel received much attention 
from critics all over the world. Set in post-apartheid South Africa, Disgrace, through 
describing the two typical white protagonists Lurie and Lucy’s different tragic 
experiences, reflects the conflicts between the whites and the blacks.   
    From a post-colonial perspective, the thesis mainly conducts an analysis of the 
three representative characters in Disgrace--the white characters Lurie and Lucy, and 
the black character Petrus. As a white professor, Lurie is marginalized by the 
university’s reform, the rise of new black power and the new social realities, which 
reduces him to “the Other” and plunges him into an identity crisis. As Lurie’s 
daughter, Lucy experiences the disastrous event of being raped by three black men 
and becomes the victim of the blacks’ revenge on the white colonizers. The sexual 
violence that Lucy encounters also reduces her to “the Other”. However, the black 
man Petrus is becoming more and more powerful, while he is regaining the power of 
discourse and usurping the white colonizers’ dominant position. To some extent, he is 
the symbol of the rise of the black South Africans, who are now reconstructing their 















By analyzing these characters, the thesis mainly aims to examine the whites’ 
loss of privileged position and consequent crisis of identity, and to inquire into the 
profound influences and disastrous effects which the white colonial atrocities have 
left on generations of both the whites and the blacks in new South Africa, with a view 
to reveal the text’s deconstruction of binary oppositions implied in the reversed roles 
between the two races. By employing postcolonial theories, this thesis explores how 
Coetzee tries to search for a new way for the two races to ultimately make redemption 
and achieve possible reconciliation in order to coexist in peace and harmony.  
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J.M. Coetzee, a writer who was born in Cape Town in South Africa in 1940, 
came from a bourgeois Afrikaner family. His childhood and adolescence were spent 
in the town of Worcester. Coetzee’s writing is deeply influenced by his own personal 
background of having been born and grown up in South Africa. He has experienced 
the reign of apartheid and faced the changes of post-apartheid time in South Africa. 
The unique experience makes Coetzee’s Disgrace not only focus on the political 
contexts, but devote much attention to the legacy of colonialism. Disgrace is his first 
book to deal explicitly with the social problems that emerged in post-apartheid South 
Africa.  
Moreover, Coetzee is a prolific writer, who has produced many fictional and 
nonfictional works, such as his first novel Dusklands (1974), which is comprised of 
two long stories, “The Vietnam Project” and “The Narrative of Jacobus Coetzee.” In 
the Heart of the Country (1977) was his first novel published in both South Africa 
and the United States, and helped him achieve great international reputation, and he 
consolidated his literary status with his next novel, Waiting for the Barbarians (1980). 
Life and Times of Michael K (1983), which won him the first of his two Booker Prizes, 
corresponds thematically to Coetzee’s earlier works but includes a new dimension in 
its concentration on the oppression of a single character. Of all things, his works 
chronicle “the inner history of his country’s transformation from racial dictatorship to 
a post-apartheid society” (Mclemee, “Nobel Prize in Literature Goes to J.M. Coetzee 
of South Africa” 2003). The Swedish Academy notes that a fundamental theme in 
Coetzee’s novels involves the values and conduct resulting from South Africa’s 
Apartheid system, which in his view could happen anywhere. As Derek Attridge says, 
“Coetzee has registered for his time and people the anger and the suffering of the 















South African society, covering the colors of black and white, colonial history, racial 
segregation, political aims and violence, and so on.  
Unlike Coetzee’s earlier novels, which are devoted to the condemnation of the 
system of Apartheid, Disgrace is Coetzee’s first novel to deal explicitly with issues of 
post-apartheid South Africa. As Robert Mccrum comments, “Disgrace turns into a 
milestone in Coetzee’s writing career through its implicative and exact description” 
(The Voice of Africa 2003). Disgrace reveals the white South Africans’ disordered 
state when they lose power, and also portrays the struggle and guilt of the once 
dominant white colonialists struggling to cope with a changing world in post-
apartheid South Africa. To some extent, Disgrace definitely illustrates and criticizes 
the white colonialists’ pernicious influence left on both the whites and the blacks in 
South Africa and reviews the whites’ atrocities in the past echoed in the blacks’ 
violence at present, as illustrated by the two violent scenes of “rape” in the novel. The 
pernicious colonial history seems to be repeating itself. As Charles Sarvan points out,  
“Disgrace can be read as a political text, a post-apartheid work that deals with the 
difficulties confronting the white community in South Africa and with some of the 
choices available to them” (26). This thesis, to reinforce the above-mentioned 
arguments, will be answering and probing into the problems of new South African 
identity issues. It mainly focuses on the whites’ predicament in new South Africa 
when they lose their subjectivity, self-identity, power of discourse and finally become 
“the Other”, while the blacks regain their self-identity and turn out to be a rising 
power in new South Africa.  
Just as Per Wastberg of the Swedish Academy describes, Coetzee’s works, are 
“characterized by their well-crafted composition, pregnant dialogue and analytical 
brilliance” and Coetzee is “one of the most easily read Nobel laureates in a long time” 
(Presentation Speech: The Nobel Prize in Literature 2003). Indeed, Disgrace made 
Coetzee winner of the Nobel Prize for Literature in 2003. Meanwhile, the novel also 
made him the first author who won the Booker Prize twice. Dominic Head observes 















revision of history”, and also he claims that “Coetzee’s position as a white South 
African writer engaged with the legacy of colonialism” (11).   
However, in South Africa, many people do not take pride in Disgrace and are 
not satisfied with its ruthless depictions of social reality. Some critics regard it as an 
“improper” novel, believing that Disgrace not only disgraces the whites but also 
disgraces the blacks’ political power in South Africa. They could not accept a “white 
woman’s rape as penance for what was done in the past” (Attridge, J. M. Coetzee & 
the Ethics of Reading Literature in the Event Chicago 123). Nevertheless, there are 
still some critics who take interest in studying Coetzee and his novel Disgrace, such 
as the influential Coetzee critics Dominic Head and David Attwell, who have 
produced J.M. Coetzee and Doubling the Point: Essays and Interviews. And there are 
scholars who interpret Disgrace in its symbolic and allegoric dimensions. For 
example, Derek Attridge has published a highly academic paper, entitled “Age of 
Bronze, State of Grace: Music and Dogs in Coetzee’s Disgrace”, which mainly 
discusses the images of music and dogs in the novel. Moreover, Cornwell Gareth, in 
his paper “Realism, Rape, and J.M. Coetzee’s Disgrace”, argues that “all Coetzee’s 
novels, although sufficiently embedded in life, are essentially allegorical rather than 
mimetic plots” (307). His remarks mean the novel Disgrace puts particular emphasis 
on the symbols and images. For example, in the novel, dogs are manifested as the 
emblem of inhuman lives for South African people, especially women.   
Christopher Lehmam-Hampt, in a review of the book for The New York Times in 
1999, notes that “Disgrace reflects the uncertainty of post-apartheid South Africa, 
where all values are shifting” (10). Meanwhile, he also remarks that “The effect of the 
novel’s plot is deeply disturbing, in part because of what happened to David and Lucy, 
but equally because of the disintegrating context of their experiences” (10). Thus, in 
this sense, Christopher’s remarks mean the changing world is marked with the 
reversed identity and power between the blacks and the whites in new South Africa. 
Indeed, Disgrace scathingly exposes the conflict between the whites and the blacks in 
post-apartheid South Africa. Relevant to these points, the theme of racism in 















Coetzee’s Disgrace”, for example, argues that “the treatment of race that one finds in 
J.M. Coetzee’s Disgrace is premised on a recognition of the discursive description of 
the category of race in culture”, and he also states that Disgrace exposes a “tension 
between the inequitable economic and racial relations in South Africa’s colonial 
history” (3).  
Taking the history of colonialism in South Africa into consideration, the 
historical colonial theme of Coetzee’s works has aroused some critical concerns. 
Among these critics, some argue that Coetzee seems to be elusive when handling 
history, while the others claim that his novels like Disgrace are closely correlated 
with the real history of South Africa. For instance, Tony Morphet in his “Reading 
Coetzee in South Africa” says that “Coetzee’s novels are playing games, some 
obvious, other not”, and he also observes that “the games seemed to be somehow at 
our expense of our understanding of and engagement in the seriousness of our 
historical situation” (14). Obviously, in his opinion, Coetzee’s Disgrace appears to be 
more about eluding the real history of South Africa. This point can be demonstrated 
by his following remarks: “There has been something staring me in the face, and still 
I do not see it…. I read the book [Disgrace] in one sitting, exhilarated by confounded 
descriptions…. I felt the pattern of writing eluding me. I knew it was there, 
somewhere, but exactly where and in what form remained beyond reach” (14). 
However, Cornwell Garth’s paper “Disgraceland: History and the Humanities in 
Frontier Country” probes into the reason why Coetzee chose “Salem” as the primary 
setting for the latter part of Disgrace. In fact, “Salem” is a real place in South Africa 
rather than an invented place, which is “a village about 25 km from the city of 
Grahamstown in the Eastern Cape province of South Africa” (43).  
Furthermore, feminist critics focus on the image of silence in Disgrace. For 
example, Elleke Boehmer mainly deals with Lucy’s silence. She claims that in 
Disgrace, Lucy is described as a “creature of dumb animality”, which is totally 
deprived of discourse and depicted as a muted object (28). Meanwhile, ethical 
concerns in this novel have also attracted critical attention. First, take Gunnar 
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